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What Is the Yield Curve?
The yield curve is flattening or
growing steeper. Yield curve
spreads are widening or narrowing!
The yield curve has inverted or
normalized!
eadline-grabbing yield curve
commentary somehow
sounds important, doesn’t
it? But what is a yield curve to begin
with, and what does it have to do
with you and your investments?
A Tour Around the Curve
Yield curves typically depict the
various yields across the range of
maturities for a particular bond
class. For example, Figure 1 would
inform us that a U.S. Treasury bond
with a 5-year maturity was yielding
2.4% annually, while a 30-year
Treasury bond was yielding 3.4%.

Bond class – A bond class or type
is typically defined by its credit
quality. Backed by the full faith of
the U.S. government, U.S. Treasury
yield curves are among the most
frequently referenced, and often
the high-quality benchmark against
which other bond types are compared
– such as municipal bonds, corporate
bonds, or other government
instruments.
Term/Maturity – The data points
along the bottom X axis of a yield
curve represent various terms
available for a bond class. The term
is the length of time you’d need to
hold a bond before your loan matures
and you should receive your initial
investment back.

A Personal Note
From Global
Wealth Advisors
he Federal Open Market
Committee met for two days
in late September and raised
the Federal Funds rate another .25%,
so the range is now 2.0% to 2.25%.
This is the third increase this year with
another possible in December. Bonds
and bond funds are feeling the pain.
The Feds are continuing to increase
interest rates toward more historic
levels as they see the US economy still
doing well. The U.S. GDP grew at an
annualized rate of 4.2% in the second
quarter, unemployment is low, core
inflation is about 2.2% and consumers
are still spending money.
So what’s not to like? Although
US stock market returns have
wavered in the third quarter due to
tariff disputes with China and higher
commodity prices, the year-to-date
returns for the S&P 500, Dow Jones
Industrial Average, and NASDAQ are
all 10% or better. Therefore, ignore
the volatility and naysayers.
Given that broad US economic
indicators are still strong and that the
positive effects of the tax law changes
and business expansion are still being
felt, the US economy and its equity
markets should continue to do well.
Although there is plenty of politics
in the news with mid-term elections
coming up, it’s best to ignore the
rhetoric and invest your capital for the
long-term.

What Is the Yield Curve?
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Yield – The data points along the
vertical Y axis represent the interest
rate, or yield to maturity currently
being offered – such as 2% per year,
3% per year, and so on. The yield curve
for any given bond class changes every
time its yields change … which can be
frequently.
Spread – The spread is the difference
between the annual yields on two bond
maturities. So, in Figure 1, there’s a 1%
spread between 5-year (2.4%) and 30year (3.4%) Treasury bond yields.
Define “Normal”
Next, let’s look at the curve itself – i.e.,
the line that connects the data points
just discussed.
The shape of the yield curve helps us
see the relationship between various
term/yield combinations available
for any given bond class at any given
point in time.
Just as our body temperature is optimal
around 98.6°F, there’s a preferred
equilibrium between bond market terms
and yields. “Normal” occurs when
short-term bonds are yielding less than
their longer-term counterparts. Under
normal economic conditions, investors
expect to be compensated with a term
premium for taking the incremental
risk of owning longer maturities.
They’re accepting more uncertainty
about how current prices will compare
to future possibilities. Conversely,
they’ll accept lower rates for shorterterm instruments, offering greater
certainty.
At the same time, evidence suggests
there’s often a law of diminishing
returns at play. Typically, the further
out you go on the yield curve, the less
extra yield is available. Thus, Figure 1

depicts a relatively normal yield curve,
with a bigger jump to higher returns
early in the curve (a steeper spread)
and a more gradual ascent (narrower
spread) as you move outward in time.
Variations on the Curve
If Figure 1 depicts a normal yield
curve, what happens when things aren’t
so normal, which is so often the case in
our fast-moving markets?
The shape of the yield curve
essentially reflects evolving investor
sentiments about unfolding economic
conditions.
In short, the Expectations Theory
suggests that the yield curve reflects
investor expectations of future interest
rates at any given point in time. Thus,
if investors in aggregate expect rates to
rise (or fall), the yield curve will slope
upward (or downward). If they expect
rates to remain unchanged, it will be
flat. Figure 2 depicts three different

curve shapes that can result.
You, the Yield Curve and Your
Investments
It’s rare for the yield curve to invert,
with long-term yields dropping lower
than short-term. But it happens. This
typically is the result of the Federal
Reserve (or another country’s central
bank) tightening monetary policy, i.e.,
driving up short-term rates to fight
inflation. An inverted yield curve is
often, but not always, followed by a
recession.
Does this mean you should head for the
hills if the yield curve inverts or takes
on other “abnormal” shapes? Probably
not. At least not in reaction to this
single economic indicator.
As with any other data source, bond
yield curves are best employed to
inform and sustain your investment
plans, rather than to tempt you into
abandoning those plans every time

bond rates make a move. Big picture,
this typically means investing in bonds
that offer the highest yield for the least
amount of term, credit and call risk.
(Call risk is realized if the bond issuer

“calls” or pays off its bond before it
matures.)

distant horizon as you invest toward
your steadfast financial goals.

In short, it’s fine to consider the yield
curve, but it’s best to look past it to the

The ABCs of Behavioral Biases
(O – R)
So many financial behavioral biases,
so little time! Let’s take a few minutes
to cover our next batch of biases:
overconfidence, pattern recognition and
recency.
OVERCONFIDENCE
What is it? No sooner do we recover
from one debilitating bias, our brain
can whipsaw us in an equal but
opposite direction. For example,
we’ve already seen how fear on the
one hand and greed on the other can
knock investors off course either way.
Similarly, overconfidence is the flip
side of loss aversion. Once we’ve got
something, we don’t want to lose it and
will overvalue it compared to its going
rate. But when we are pursuing fame or
fortune, or even going about our daily
lives, we tend to be overconfident about
our odds of success.
When is it helpful? In “Your Money &
Your Brain,” Jason Zweig cites several
sources that describe overconfidence
in action and why it’s the norm rather
than the exception in our lives. “How
else could we ever get up the nerve to
ask somebody out on a date, go on a
job interview, or compete in a sport?”
asks Zweig, and adds: “There is only
one major group whose members do
not consistently believe they are above
average: people who are clinically
depressed.”

When is it harmful? While
overconfidence can be generally
beneficial, it becomes dangerous when
you’re investing. Interacting with a
host of other biases (such as greed,
confirmation bias and familiarity bias)
overconfidence puffs up our belief that
we can consistently beat the market by
being smarter or luckier than average.
In reality, when it’s you, betting against
the trillions and trillions of other
dollars at play in our global markets,
it’s best to be brutally realistic about
how to participate patiently in the stock
market’s expected returns, instead of
trying to go for broke.
PATTERN RECOGNITION
What is it? Is that a zebra, a cheetah
or a light breeze moving through the
grass? Since prehistoric times when
our ancestors depended on getting
the right answer, evolution has been
conditioning our brains to find and
interpret patterns. That’s why our
pattern-seeking impulses tend to treat
even random events (like 10 coin
flips, all heads) as if they’re orderly
outcomes suggesting a predictive
pattern. “Just as nature abhors a
vacuum, people hate randomness,”
says Zweig, as a result of our brain’s
dopamine-induced “prediction
addiction.”

When is it helpful? Had our ancestors
failed at pattern recognition, we
wouldn’t be here to speak of it, and
we still make good use of it today. For
example, we stop at red lights and go
when they’re green. Is your spouse or
partner giving you “that look”? You
know just what it means before they’ve
said a single word. And whether you
enjoy a good jigsaw puzzle or Sudoku,
you’re giving your pattern recognition
skills a healthy workout.
When is it harmful? Speaking of
seeing red, Zweig recently published
a fascinating piece on how simply
presenting financial numbers in red
instead of black can make investors
more fearful and risk-averse. That’s
a powerful illustration of how pattern
recognition can influence us – even if
the so-called pattern (red = danger) is
a red herring. Is any given stream of
breaking financial news a predictive
pattern worth pursuing or is it simply
a deceptive mirage? Given how hard
it is to tell the difference, investors are
best off ignoring the market’s many
glittering distractions and focusing
instead on their long-term goals.
RECENCY
What is it? Recency causes you to pay
more attention to your most recent
experiences, and to downplay the
significance of long-term conditions.
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For example, in the book “Nudge,”
Nobel laureate Richard Thaler and
co-author Cass Sunstein observe:
“If floods have not occurred in the
immediate past, people who live
on floodplains are far less likely to
purchase insurance.” That’s recency,
tricking people into ascribing more
importance to the lack of recent
flooding than to the bigger context of
being located on a flood plain.
When is it helpful? In “Stumbling on
Happiness,” Daniel Gilbert describes
how we humans employ recency
to accurately interpret otherwise

ambiguous situations. Say, for example,
someone says to you, “Don’t run into
the bank!” Whether your most recent
experience has been floating down a
river or driving toward the commerce
district helps you quickly decide
whether to paddle harder or walk more
carefully through the door.
When is it harmful? Of course
buying high and selling low is exactly
the opposite of investors’ actual
aspirations. And yet, no matter how
many times our capital markets have
moved through their bear-and-bull
cycles, recency causes droves of

investors to stumble every time. By
reacting to the most recent jolts instead
of remaining positioned as planned for
long-term expected growth, they end up
piling into high-priced hot holdings and
locking in losses by selling low during
the downturns. They allow recency to
get the better of them and their most
rational, evidence-based investment
decisions.
We’re in the home stretch of our series
so look for the next installment of the
“ABCs of Behavioral Biases” in our
next newsletter.

Charles Schwab & Company
Cash Feature Update
s mentioned in prior newsletters, Charles Schwab is slowly migrating clients from its various money market sweep
options to its FDIC-insured bank sweep feature option. The next iteration of this change will update additional
client accounts during the last quarter of the year. This is being done to provide an FDIC-insured default option
for cash in client accounts. This seamless process will be repeated again as Schwab makes its way through its database of
client accounts and will continue until all accounts have been updated. If you have any questions, please feel free to give
us a call.
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